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Photovoltaic (PV) systems are increasingly deployed on buildings in urban areas, causing additional power ﬂows
and frequency ﬂuctuation on the low voltage electricity grid. Control strategies for PV-battery energy storage
systems (BESS) assist in reducing power ﬂows to the grid and improve the self-consumption of PV generated
electricity. Therefore, these control strategies require accurate forecasts of PV electricity production and electricity consumption. We developed and assessed relatively simple forecasting methods using 5 min resolution
data, to predict the PV yield and to forecast electricity consumption for one year. We used these forecasts with a
predictive control strategy to increase PV self-consumption, decrease curtailment losses and improve BESS
revenues. Electricity demand patterns of 48 residential and 42 commercial Dutch buildings were used. PV yield
forecast methods that uses predicted weather data shows the lowest forecast error. The best performing forecast
method for predicting energy consumption of residential buildings requires historical energy consumption data
of the previous seven days. Commercial systems require historical energy consumption of the previous weekday.
Signiﬁcant reduction in curtailment losses is achieved using predictive control strategies, especially in combination when clear-sky radiation data is used to forecast PV yield. Similar self-consumption rates were found for
predictive control as for real-time control. This indicates that reduction of curtailment loss can be combined
while maintaining the level of PV self-consumption. Revenues from battery storage are increased by forecast
methods and are highly dependable on boundary condition of a PV-battery system, such as the feed-in limit (FIL)
and the feed-in tariﬀ. Therefore, we recommend customizing battery control strategies based on these system
boundaries conditions to improve energy storage potential.

1. Introduction
Optimal integration of photovoltaics (PV) produced energy in the
low voltage electricity grid supports cost eﬀective transition towards a
fully sustainable energy system. One way to enhance PV system integration is using battery energy storage systems (BESS). PV systems
with batteries enable the use of PV produced energy at later moments.
Subsequently, more locally produced energy is used and thus PV selfconsumption increased. PV-battery systems can reduce the impact on
low voltage electricity grids when using algorithms that properly
⁎

reduce PV peak power. Consequently, investments in new cables and
transformers can be deferred to later years, thus saving on necessary
update investments. Higher PV self-consumption lower grid losses and
potentially reduces CO2 emissions from fossil-based backup power
generation, especially when curtailment of PV energy is avoided [1].
Another important economic incentive for self-consumption is the absolute diﬀerence in consumption tariﬀ and feed-in tariﬀ. This diﬀerence
indicates the economic value of the self-consumed electricity. Due to all
these beneﬁts, PV self-consumption is becoming a major incentive for
continued PV market growth in urban areas [2]. Subsequently, policies
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Nomenclature

RERPV
πcons
πfeed -in
EB max
EB min
EPV
ERIE
ESC
ESE
n
PB inv max
PFIL
t

Abbreviations
AC
BESS
CEC
DC
FIL
PC
PV
RC
RER
SOC
SPR
TSO

alternating current
battery energy storage systems
California Energy Commission
direct current
feed-in limit
predictive control
photovoltaics
real-time control
relative electricity revenue
state of charge
sales to purchase ratio
transmission system operator

Time-dependent parameters

ΔEB pot
ΔEB
ηcharge
ηdischarge
EB, t
EB res pot
EB res
EFIL loss
Pactual
PFC
PB inv
PB pot
PB res
PB
Pcharge
PD FC
Pdirect SC
PD
PFIL FC

Forecast methods
D-PD
D-PW
D-PWD
PV-CS
PV-PD
PV-PW
PV-WX

demand pattern using previous day
demand pattern using average of previous week
demand pattern using previous weekday
PV pattern using clear-sky radiation
PV pattern using previous day
PV pattern using average of previous week
PV pattern using weather prediction data

Performance indicators

Δse
CLR
MAPE
nMBE
nRMSE
SCR
SRR

performance indicator diﬀerence between a forecast scenario and the exact forecast [%p]
curtailment loss ratio [%]
mean absolute percentage error [%]
normalized mean bias error [%]
normalized root mean square error [%]
self-consumption ratio [%]
storage revenue ratio [%]

PFIL loss
PG
Ppot
PPV FC
PPV
PR

Time-independent parameters

Δt
RERPV-B

relative electricity revenue of a PV system
consumption tariﬀ [€/W h]
feed-in tariﬀ [€/W h]
maximum battery state of charge [W h]
minimum battery state of charge [W h]
PV produced energy [W h]
reduced imported energy [W h]
self-consumed energy [W h]
sold energy [W h]
number of timesteps
battery inverter rating [W]
power feed-in limit [W]
time

5 min
relative electricity revenue of a PV system with BESS installed

battery charge or discharge energy potential [W h]
battery charge or discharge energy [W h]
battery charge eﬃciency [%]
battery discharge eﬃciency [%]
battery state of charge [W h]
potential battery storage capacity reserved [W h]
storage state of charge reserved [W h]
lost PV energy due to feed-in limitation [W h]
actual power of PV yield or demand [W]
forecasted power of PV yield or demand [W]
battery inverter load [W]
battery load potential [W]
battery charge capacity reserved [W]
battery load [W]
power charged to the battery [W]
forecasted electricity demand [W]
direct self-consumed power [W]
electricity demand [W]
forecasted feed-in power exceeding the feed-in limited
[W]
power loss due to the feed-in limit [W]
load from or to the grid [W]
load potential [W]
forecasted PV production [W]
PV produced power [W]
residual power ﬂow [W]

1.1. Literature review

supporting PV self-consumption are developed and implemented in
multiple countries [3].
Feed-in limits (FIL) restrict the maximum power ﬂow which is exported back to the electricity grid. These are usually given as a percentage of the installed PV system capacity. Therefore, high PV peak
power is avoided on the local electricity grid which increases power
quality in low voltage grid. Electricity from PV systems that is not exported nor used is lost, also known as curtailment losses. Consequently,
ﬁnancial support schemes are developed that support the storage of PV
peak power. For instance, PV-battery systems in Germany can apply for
ﬁnancial support when the power ﬂow back to the grid is limited to
0.5 kW for each kWp of installed PV capacity [4]. Furthermore, a lower
feed-in power results in a lower grid connection and potentially a reduced grid connection fee. In choosing the best charging and discharging times, forecasts of PV electricity production and electricity consumption are essential. Therefore the curtailment losses will be reduced
and the level of PV self-consumption can be maintained.

Several studies examined forecasting methods for PV yield and
electricity consumptions. A comprehensive overview of PV forecasting
methods has been given in a recent review [5]. This study divided
forecasting methods into probabilistic forecasting and deterministic
forecasting. Most of these studies used historical measured data and/or
weather data. For example, PV forecast methods have been developed
that used power output of neighbouring PV systems [6]. Also, various
methods have been proposed to demand forecasting in a recent literature review, which made a division between statistical based and artiﬁcial intelligence based models [7]. Time-of-use models have been
proposed to predict energy consumption based on the user and appliances within a building [8].
A limited amount of studies assess the inﬂuence of these forecasts on
the performance of control strategies for PV-battery systems. A recent
review found that control strategies using forecasting data with feed-in
power limits showed manageable curtailment losses. These strategies
are promising, especially when feed-in limitations are further reduced
[9]. A study including a German residential demand proﬁle has shown
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inverter ratings, feed-in limitations and electricity tariﬀs.
Our obtained results provide insights on PV and demand pattern
forecasting impact on PV-battery systems, especially for locations in
Western Europe. Large variety in modelled systems and our sensitivity
study provides an overview of the variety of results. Especially, the
direct comparison between residential and commercial systems shows
the potential for each sector. This knowledge will help developers of
BESS control algorithms to improve their products. In addition, distribution system operators gain a better understanding of the impact of
feed-in limit on the performance of PV-battery systems. This will help
policy makers making better decisions on strategies to implementing
PV-battery systems in urban areas.
The remainder of this paper is structured according to the following
format. Section 2 explanation the used data, developed forecasting
methods and battery control strategies, and battery performance indicators. Section 3 presents the results on the performance of the
forecast methods and the battery control strategies. In Section 4 the
sensitivity of the PV-battery system parameters were assessed. Section 5
discusses the results and provides recommendations for further research
and implementation of the developed strategies. The paper closes with
the key conclusion in Section 6.

that 26% more PV capacity can be added to the grid by using PV-battery
systems with persistence forecast algorithms [10]. A Swiss study assessed a control strategy that used forecasted PV power production
under clear-sky conditions for residential systems. This strategy has a
shown a similar performance in reducing curtailment losses as an exact
PV forecast [11]. Also, control strategies using variable time horizons
from historical PV production data have been proposed and assessed
[12–16]. These control strategies used diverse methods to determine
the optimal battery state for each time step. Moreover, Markov chainbased forecasting approaches have been suggested for optimizing battery control strategies [17].
The economic proﬁtability of PV-battery systems depends on the
aim of the used control strategy. Storage of PV electricity to mitigate
over-voltage problems could be economically viable, if feed-in tariﬀs
are higher than oﬀ-peak consumption tariﬀs [18]. However, considering that a large share of the consumption tariﬀ consists of taxes, a
feed-in tariﬀ higher than a consumption tariﬀ seems not plausible.
Control strategies that included a minimization of dwell times for high
battery state of charges (SOC) could improve battery life time [19]. For
example, a strategy that only stored PV energy required to meet the
energy demand for the following night could be used to achieve this
aim [20]. Also, forecast based strategy reduced the electricity bill of
German households especially when a feed-in limit is present[21].
The literature illustrates that performance of control strategies for
BESS is directly inﬂuenced by the accuracy of the forecasted energy
consumption of a building and PV production. Furthermore, a recent
review study identiﬁed that the economic impact of forecasting has not
been studied in depth. More knowledge on the inﬂuence of the combination of electricity demand and PV production forecast methods is
required to understand its impact on the PV-battery system. The inﬂuence of combining forecast methods on performance of PV-battery
systems with diﬀerent energy demand patterns is not well known. Most
studies use a limited number of residential demand patterns. Also,
studies that assess the performance of commercial PV-battery systems,
for example for oﬃce buildings, were not found.

2. Methods
The explanation of the methodology consists of four parts. Section
2.1 describes the used PV yield and electricity consumption patterns.
Section 2.2 explains the developed forecasting methods to predict the
PV production and electricity consumption. Also the forecast error
metrics are explained. Section 2.3 explains the used battery storage
model and control strategies. Section 2.4 deﬁnes the indicators used to
assess the impact of these forecast methods and battery control strategies on the performance of the PV-battery systems.
2.1. Real-time patterns
2.1.1. PV yield pattern
A PV yield pattern containing AC power was generated using the
PVLIB (v0.5.0) model for De Bilt in the Netherlands (52.11N, 5.18E),
which is the location of the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
(KNMI). The Python package PVLIB contains validated atmospheric
functions and PV system performance models and is open source [22].
Solar radiation, ambient temperature, dew point temperature, wind
speed and atmospheric pressure data was measured by the KNMI. The
time interval of measurements was 10 min for radiation and one hour
for the remaining weather parameters. All weather parameters were
resampled to a 5 min interval using linearly interpolation. These parameters were used to model a PV pattern with a 5 min time step.
The PV yield pattern was modelled for a south oriented PV system
(180° azimuth) with a module tilt of 35°. The PV system model used PV
module parameters from the Sanyo HIP-225HDE1. This PV technology
shows stable performance under varying Dutch weather conditions and
has a relative low temperature coeﬃcient [23]. The Enphase Energy
M210 PV inverter with 95.5% California Energy Commission (CEC)
eﬃciency was used to convert direct current (DC) power PV output to
alternating current (AC) power. The maximum DC input power of this
inverter is lower than the maximum output of the module, thus the PV
inverter is slightly underrated. But, a larger inverter will have a reduced
eﬃciency at low DC power inputs. Considering the Dutch weather
conditions with many cloudy days, this will result in lower PV power
output. We estimated a 0.6 kW h or 0.07% additional power loss caused
by the clipping of the DC module power. A 5% larger inverter decreases
these clipping losses, yet the annual yield is lower with 0.3 kW h. The
PV yield pattern was scaled to a performance ratio of 85%, which
corresponds with good performing PV systems in the Netherlands [24].
The modelled PV system yield was 956 kW h/kW for 2013. The standby
consumption of the inverter was 5.8 kW h, resulting in a net PV yield of

1.2. Research aim
The aim of this study is to assess the inﬂuence of PV and demand
pattern forecasting methods on the performance of the PV-battery
system, using a predictive control strategy. This strategy aims to reduce
curtailment losses without reducing the self-consumption of the PVbattery system. Previous studies mainly used single or a few demand
patterns to assess forecast methods. Our paper goes beyond these studies by using 48 residential and 42 commercial electricity consumption
patterns from a full year (2013) to test our forecasting methods. We
present the results in the form of distributions and statistics which give
realistic prognoses.
Most studies asses the performance of PV-battery systems using a
single forecast method, or assume a perfect forecast. Besides sophisticated models, for example Markov chain models or artiﬁcial neuron
network, are commonly used to predict system behaviour. We aimed to
develop simple statistical based forecasting methods to use in a battery
control strategy. The developed methods are easily applied to real-time
applications and require less computational power and data storage
space. We believe this will increases the implementation potential over
the more sophisticated models.
Four methods to predict the PV yield and three methods to forecast
energy consumption of residential and commercial (oﬃce) buildings
were developed and assessed. A novel battery capacity reservation algorithm was developed that uses forecasting data. This algorithm updates the battery capacity reservation based on the predicted demand
and PV yield for each 5 min for each day. Moreover, it is not dependent
on location or seasonal inﬂuences, therefore widely applicable. The
sensitivity of used forecast methods on the PV-battery system performance is assessed for diﬀerent PV sizes, battery storage and battery
360
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1. Use the PV pattern of the previous day (PV-PD).
2. Calculate the average PV pattern from the previous week (PV-PW).
3. Use weather prediction data for the coming day to model the PV
pattern (PV-WX).
4. Use clear-sky radiation to model the PV pattern (PV-CS).

949 kW h/kWp. The PV pattern was linearly scaled to the PV system
sizes used throughout this study.
2.1.2. Demand patterns
Residential demand patterns were derived from measurements
conducted by a Dutch distribution system operator between 2012 and
2014, which are available online [25]. 48 residential demand patterns,
with diﬀerent dwelling types, were selected for 2013. Commercial
electricity consumption of 42 buildings, mainly oﬃces, was measured
in 2013. The selected residential and commercial demand patterns have
a data availability of 100% and were used in a previous study [26].
Both residential and commercial demand patterns were measured at
15 min time resolution. Subsequently, these patterns were linearly resampled to match the PV yield pattern. Hence, all used patterns have an
interval of 5 min and cover the full year of 2013.
Fig. 1 presents the distribution of the annual electricity demand for
each hour and each month of 2013 using violin plots. These plots
combine a box-whisker plot with a kernel density plot, providing a
quick indication of the distribution of a dataset [27]. The wider sections
of a violin plot indicate a higher probability whereas the smaller parts
show a lower probability of the value. The electricity consumption was
normalized to an annual electricity consumption of 1MW h. Residential
electricity consumption is lower during the afternoon but higher in the
evening, compared to commercial energy consumption. The distribution range of residential consumption is larger in the evening hours, due
to the greater variation in user behaviour. Monthly electricity consumption shows a larger variation for residential buildings than commercial buildings. Residential buildings are occupied less in the
summer months due to longer daytimes and holidays, if compared to
winter months. Also commercial systems show a reduced consumption
in August and December, mainly due holidays. Heat demand of the
buildings was not provided by electricity, therefore limiting the inﬂuence of temperature on the electricity consumption.

The average PV pattern from the previous weekdays was constructed by taking the mean of each 5 min of each day. For example, the
value from time step 12.00 is the average of the values from this similar
time step of the previous seven days. Forecasted weather parameters
were obtained for the next 24 h with a 3 h time step from the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ECMWF for location De
Bilt (Netherlands) [28]. This dataset contains all weather parameters
required to model the PV yield pattern with the PV model and was
linear interpolate to a time interval of 5 min. The clear-sky radiation
was modelled using the Ineichen clear-sky model [29]. The remaining
weather parameters for the clear-sky PV pattern were set as constant
values. These constants are a temperature of 12 °C, a dew point temperature of 12 °C, windspeed of 1 m/s, and a pressure of 101,325 Pa.
Forecasted demand patterns were generated using three methods, all
requiring historically measured demand.
1. Use the demand proﬁle of the previous day (D-PD).
2. Use the demand proﬁle of the previous weekday or weekend day (DPWD).
3. Calculate the average proﬁle from the previous seven days (D-PW).
The demand of the previous weekday or weekend day was found by
selecting the demand pattern measured from exactly seven days ago.
The average proﬁle of the previous seven days was determined using a
similar method as described for averaging the PV patterns for seven
days.

2.2.1. Forecast performance indicators
The accuracy of forecasted PV yield and demand patterns related to
actual patterns was assessed using three error metrics: normalized root
mean square error (nRMSE), normalized mean bias error (nMBE) and
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). These are the most used metrics to evaluate forecasts [5]. The nRMSE and MAPE assess the magnitude and volatility of the diﬀerence between actual (Pactual ) and

2.2. Forecasting methods
Forecasted PV and demand patterns were developed and assessed.
These patterns should be available prior to the start of each day of the
year to be useable for the predictive forecast strategies. Four methods
were used to obtain the forecasted PV yield.

Fig. 1. Hour of the day (a) and monthly (b) electricity consumption shown using violin plots. Distribution of residential demand patterns is shown on the left side of
the violin and commercial demand patterns on the right side of the violin. The demand patterns were normalized to an annual energy consumption of 1 MW h. Mean
values of the distributions are marked by solid lines, and 25% and 75% percentiles are indicated by dotted lines.
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2.3.1. Real time control strategy
Charging and discharging of the battery storage, and the power
ﬂows to and from the grid for the real-time control strategy were
modelled using Eqs. (5)–(9). The power ﬂows and battery state of
charge were modelled for each time step (t). The load potential (Ppot )
depends on the diﬀerence between PV production (PPV ) and electricity
demand (PD ), see Eq. (4).

forecasted pattern (PFC ). The nMBE evaluates if the forecast methods
overestimate or an underestimate the generated power. The nRMSE and
nMBE were normalized with the maximum power output from the actual forecast. The nRMSE, MAPE and nMBE are given in Eqs. (1)–(3)
respectively, where n indicates the number of total time steps.

nRMSE =

MAPE =

n
100 %
· ∑t = 1
n

(PFC,t−Pactual,t )2

Max(Pactual )
100%
n

n

∑
t=1

PFC,t−Pactual,t
Max(Pactual )

(1)

Ppot = PPV−PD

(4)

The load potential that actually was charged or discharged is limited
by the maximum AC output of the battery inverter (PB inv max ) . We assume that the maximum inverter charge power is identical to the
maximum inverter discharge power, see Eq. (5).

(2)

n
100 %
·
n

nMBE =

∑

Ppot
if |Ppot | < PB inv max
PB pot = ⎧
PB inv max if |Ppot| ⩾ PB inv max
⎨
⎩

(PFC,t−Pactual,t )

t=1

Max(Pactual )

(3)

Next, the battery load was found using the charge (ηcharge ) and discharge (ηdischarge ) eﬃciencies. These eﬃciencies are dependent on the
corresponding charge and discharge power. A charge potential was
found when PV production exceeds demands, and a discharge potential
was found when demand exceeds PV production. Charged or discharged
energy potential (ΔEB pot ) was found by multiplication of load potential
with the used time interval (Δt ) of 5 min, see Eq. (6).

2.3. Battery control strategies
Real-time and forecasted PV patterns were assessed using a PVbattery model. This model assessed two control strategies and was developed in Python (v3.5). The strategies were modelled for the residential and commercial systems for the year 2013. A model step of
5 min was selected to match the time steps of input patterns.

•
•

(5)

ΔEB pot =

Real-time control (RC). This strategy uses actual measured energy
PV production and energy consumption to control the battery energy storage systems. No forecasts are required.
Predictive control (PC). This strategy uses forecasted energy production and forecasted energy consumption to reduce the curtailment losses. A forecasted PV and demand pattern before the start of
the day is required.

⎧ PB pot ·ηcharge ·Δt if PB pot > 0
P B pot

⎨η
·Δt
⎩ discharge

if PB pot ⩽ 0

(6)

Afterwards, the charged or discharged energy (ΔEB ) was determined. This depends on the current battery SOC (EB, t ) and is limited
by the minimum battery SOC (EB min ) and maximum SOC (EB max ), see
Eq. (7).

ΔEB =
Two PV-battery systems architectures, AC-coupled and DC-coupled,
are mainly used. In an AC-coupled system, the battery storage is connected with a battery inverter to the electricity grid. The PV array is
connected with a PV inverter to the electricity grid and a conversion
step from DC to AC power is required. If the battery is charged then the
AC power is converted back to DC. An overview of the power ﬂows
within AC-coupled systems is shown in Fig. 2. In a DC-coupled system,
the battery is connected directly to the PV system inverter, and no
conversion to AC is needed. A charge controller is required to match the
PV voltage output within the boundaries of the battery voltage input. In
this study an AC-coupled lithium-based battery system is assumed. ACcoupled systems are suitable for retroﬁt existing PV systems with battery storage and therefore widely used in other studies [30].
The battery inverter converts the AC power to a DC power as input
for the battery. The conversion eﬃciencies depend on the input power
and were obtained from a battery inverter eﬃciency curve. This curve
was constructed using eﬃciency parameters of the SMA Sunny Boy
Storage inverter and has eﬃciency steps of 0.01% [31]. The modelled
eﬃciency curve has a CEC inverter eﬃciency of 96.4%. A constant
battery charging and discharging eﬃciency of 96% was assumed. This
leads to a DC input to DC output eﬃciency of 92.2%, almost similar to
the eﬃciency of a Tesla Powerwall [32]. The battery roundtrip eﬃciency from AC input to AC output is ≈0.85%. We assumed a BESS
standby consumption of 0.1% of the battery inverter rating. A typical
battery system is operated in a restricted SOC range due to safety reasons and to reduce aging. Consequently, the minimum state of charge
(SOCmin ) was set to 10% and the maximum SOC (SOCmax ) to 90% of the
battery storage capacity [19]. To keep the battery SOC within these
constraints, the battery SOC in the ﬁrst time step was set similarly as the
minimum battery SOC. Hence, the battery was charged for 10% at the
start of the year.

⎧ ΔEB pot
⎪ ΔEB pot

if EB, t + ΔEB pot ⩾ EB min
if EB, t + ΔEB pot ⩽ EB max

⎨ EB, t−EB min if EB, t + ΔEB pot < EB min
⎪
⎩ EB max−EB, t if EB, t + ΔEB pot > EB max

(7)

Then, the battery state of charge (EB, t+ 1) used for the next time step
was found by the summation of current SOC with the charged or discharged electricity. The actual battery load (PB ) and inverter load
(PB inv ) were calculated from the charged or discharged energy, see Eq.
(8).

EB, t+ 1 = EB, t + ΔEB
PB =

(8a)

ΔEB
Δt

PB inv =

(8b)

⎧η

PB

charge

if PB > 0

⎨ PB·η
discharge if PB ⩽ 0
⎩

(8c)

Finally, the power to the grid was determined (PG ). First, the residual power (PR ) was calculated by subtracting the electricity consumption and battery load from the PV produced power. The power
ﬂow to the grid is limited by the feed-in limit (PFIL ). The diﬀerence in
positive power ﬂows between the residual power and the power to the

Fig. 2. Power ﬂow diagram of an AC-coupled PV-battery system used in this
study.
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PV and demand forecasts (subplot a) to determine the surplus power
(Ptop ). This predicted surplus power is used to determine a reserved
battery storage capacity (EB res ), shown in subplot (b). Charge of the
battery storage during the day (subplot c) depends on the reserved
battery capacity and the actual PV production and energy consumption.
More energy consumption is forecasted for 8th of June than what
was actually consumed for that day. Hence, the reserved battery capacity is underestimated for this day and therefore the battery charges
excess PV energy in the early morning hours. Consequently, the battery
is fully charged at 13.00 and curtailment losses occur afterwards. The
second day shows an overestimation of the demand forecast what results in a maximum battery capacity reservation for PV peak charging.
The battery starts charging excess PV energy around 12:00 and the
reserved battery capacity starts to decrease. The battery is fully charged
around 16:30, and no curtailment losses occur on this day.

grid is deﬁned as the feed-in limit loss (PFIL loss ), see Eq. (9).

PR = PPV−PD−PB inv

(9a)

P
if PR ⩽ PFIL
PG = ⎧ R
⎨
⎩ PFIL if PR > PFIL

(9b)

P −P if PR−PG > 0
PFIL loss = ⎧ R G
if PR−PG ⩽ 0
⎨
⎩0

(9c)

2.3.2. Predictive control strategy
The predictive control strategy aims to reduce the curtailment losses
and maintain the level of self-consumption. Therefore, it reserves a
battery storage capacity to charge PV power that exceeds the feed-in
limit. This reserved capacity is deployed when the actual power fed
back to the grid surpasses the feed-in limit. The reserved battery state of
charge was calculated with Eqs. (10) and (11).
The forecasted power that exceeds the feed-in limit (PFIL FC ) was
calculated by subtracting the forecasted electricity demand (PD FC) and
power feed-in limit from the forecasted PV production. This was calculated in advance for each day, thus the forecasts should be available
prior to the next day. The forecasted power that was charged with the
battery (PB res ), depends on the battery inverter rating and charge eﬃciency, see Eq. (10).

PFIL FC = PPV FC−PD FC−PFIL

PB res =

0
if PFIL FC ⩽ 0
⎧
⎪
PFIL FC if 0 < PFIL FC < PB inv max ·ηcharge
⎨
⎪ PB inv max
if PFIL FC ⩾ PB inv max ·ηcharge
⎩

2.4. PV-battery performance indicators
The performance of control strategies with forecast methods on the
PV-battery system was assessed using three annual indicators.

• Self-consumption ratio (SCR), which assess the share of direct consumed energy by the building or the battery storage system.
• Curtailment loss ratio (CLR), which indicates the share of energy
lost due to a feed-in limit.
• Storage revenue ratio (SRR), which evaluates the ﬁnancial gain

(10a)

generated by the energy that is stored in the battery relative to the
revenue of a system without storage.

(10b)

A novel algorithm was developed to determine the reserved battery
storage capacity (EB res ) for each time step. The reserved battery capacity was found by the summation of reserved battery power from the
start of a timeslot (t = 1) until the end of a timeslot (t = end, timeslot ).
The length of those timeslots varies between 5 min and 24 h, and decreases over the day. The ﬁrst time step of the day (from 00:00 until
00:05) used a reserved battery capacity which was calculated for the
next 24 h (from 00:00 until 00:00 the next day). The second timeslot
used the battery capacity calculated for the next 23 h and 55 min (from
00:05 until 00:00 the next day). This was continued until the last
timeslot of each day. Consequently, the reserved battery capacity was
calculated for a declining time period for each next time step of the day.
Furthermore, the reserved battery capacity was limited by the
minimum and maximum battery SOC, see Eq. (11).
tend, timeslot

EB res pot =

∑

PB res t ·Δt

t=1

EB res pot if EB res pot ⩽ EB max−EB min
EB res = ⎧
if EB res pot > EB max−EB min
⎨
⎩ 0

(11a)

(11b)

The reserved battery storage capacity was subtracted from the
maximum battery capacity to ﬁnd the required battery SOC. This SOC
was compared with the battery SOC of the next time step that was
calculated from Eq. (8). If the required SOC was lower than the battery
SOC of the next time step, then the battery was only charged with PV
power that exceeded the feed-in limit. Otherwise, enough battery capacity is available to charge the diﬀerence between the PV production
and electricity consumption. The new potential was calculated according Eq. (12), and was used to charge the battery according Eqs.
(5)–(9).

PPV−PD−PFIL if EB max−EB res ⩽ EB, t+ 1
Ppot = ⎧
if EB max−EB res > EB, t+ 1
⎨
⎩ PPV−PD

Fig. 3. Example of the predictive controls strategy operation of a residential PVbattery system for two days. The top graph (a) shows the PV forecast using PVCS method and the demand forecast using D-PWD method. The middle graph
(b) shows the reserved and actual battery state of charge. The bottom graph (c)
displays the power ﬂows to (positive) and from (negative) the electricity grid
and the battery. Also the actual PV energy production, energy consumption and
feed-in losses are shown. The annual consumption of this household is
5.73 MW h. Corresponding PV-battery system parameters used to this annual
consumption are shown in Table 2.

(12)

An example of the predictive control strategy for a residential PVbattery system is shown in Fig. 3. The predictive control strategy uses
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Self-consumption ratio is the share of energy self-consumed (ESC )
from the total energy produced (EPV ). Self-consumed power is the
power directly consumed (Pdirect SC ) by the building added with the
power used for battery charging (Pcharge ). The annual self-consumed
power is aggregated from the ﬁrst time step of the year (t = 1) until the
last time step of the year (tend ), see Eq. (13).

P
if PPV < PD
Pdirect SC = ⎧ PV
⎨
⎩ PD if PPV ⩾ PD

(13a)

P
if PB inv > 0
Pcharge = ⎧ B inv
if PB inv ⩽ 0
⎨
⎩ 0

(13b)

SPR =

∑

(Pdirect SC,t + Pcharge,t )·Δt

E
SCR = SC
EPV

(13d)

3.1. Performance of forecasting methods
The forecasted PV and energy demand patterns were compared with
the actual values using nRMSE, MAPE and nMBE. Annual errors for PV
patterns forecast methods are presented in Table 1. PV yield forecasting
with weather prediction data (PV-WX) has the lowest nRMSE and
MAPE of respectively 11.4% and 5.5%. Highest errors were found for
the PV yield forecasting method that used clear-sky radiation, which is
indeed a worst case considering the typically cloudy weather in the
Netherlands. This method show nRMSE and MAPE that is almost two
times larger than for the PV-WX method.
A higher nRMSE but an almost similar MAPE are seen for the PV-PD
method compared to the PV-PW method. Thus, the PV-PD method has a
larger volatility of error, but the magnitude of errors for both methods
is comparable. The lower volatility of the PV-PW method is clearly
caused by averaging the historical PV production data of the previous
seven days. The nMBE of PV-WX is close to zero, indicating that the PV
energy production is neither under or overestimated. The PV-PW and
PV-WX show negative values, indicating an underestimation of PV
yield. The clear-sky method has a positive error and overestimates PV
yield. This overestimation is around 10 times higher nMBE error than
the errors observed with the PV-PD or PV-PW.
Errors of forecasted residential and commercial demand patterns
are presented using violin plots in Fig. 4. Lowest average nRMSE from
residential patterns are observed for the D-PW method, speciﬁcally
7.4%. Also, this method has the smallest distribution range, from 3.2%
to 11.1%. Largest errors are seen for the D-PD method, with an average
of 9.5% and a maximum of 14.7%. Commercial patterns show larger
diﬀerences between the forecast methods. Lowest average nRMSE is
observed for D-PWD patterns, speciﬁcally 9.1%. The D-PW method
shows highest errors for commercial patterns, which is in contrast with
the errors seen for residential systems.
MAPEs of the demand forecast methods show similar trends as seen
for nRMSE. The nMBE shows values of zero for D-PD and D-PWD
methods. These methods use data of the previous day, or previous
weekday. Consequently, diﬀerences between the actual and the forecasted power are averaged out to zero over the full year. The D-PW
method shows a minor impact on the nMBE, with an average overestimation of electricity consumption for commercial systems.

(13e)

tend

CLR =

PFIL loss,t ·Δt

t=1

(14a)

EFIL loss
EPV

(14b)

Two annual energy ﬂows are required to calculate the value of a PV
(or PV-battery) system: the reduced electricity imported from the grid
and the sold electricity to the grid. The electricity import of a building
decreases because of the self-consumption. This decrease was calculated for a PV and PV-battery system using the reduced imported
electricity (ERIE ). This is the diﬀerence between the electricity demand
and the electricity imported from the grid. This imported electricity was
converted to an absolute value. The sold electricity (ESE ) is the summation of the exported power over time, see Eq. (15).
t

t

end
end
⎞
⎞ ⎛
⎛
ERIE = ⎜ ∑ PD,t ·Δt ⎟− ⎜ ∑ PG,t ·Δt ⎟
⎠ ⎝ t | PG,t < 0
⎝ t=1
⎠

(15a)

tend

ESE =

∑
t | PG,t > 0

(17)

3. Results

Curtailment loss ratio is the share of lost PV produced energy, because it cannot be fed back to the electricity grid. The CLR is found by
dividing the total feed-in lost (EFIL loss ) with the total produced PV energy, see Eq. (14).

∑

(16c)

(13c)

t=1

EFIL loss =

RERPV-B−RERPV
RERPV

The quality of the forecast methods on the PV-battery performance
indicators were assessed by comparing the results from using the exact
forecast (FC exact) to results from a forecast scenario (FC scenario). A
forecast scenario consists of a PV forecast method and demand forecast
method. The diﬀerence in performance indicator (Δse ) was calculated in
percentage points (%p) for the SCR, CLR and SRR, according Eq. (17).

tend

∑

(16b)

Δse = FC scenario−FC exact

PPV,t ·Δt

t=1

ESC =

(16a)

RER = ERIE + (ESE·SPR)
SRR =

tend

EPV =

πfeed-in
πcons

PG,t ·Δt
(15b)

Storage revenue ratio indicates the annual ﬁnancial value of a PVbattery system compared to a PV system without storage. It is deﬁned as
the relative change between the relative electricity revenue (RER) of
these two system types. The RER of the system consists of the value of
the reduced electricity imported and the sold electricity. The value of
the reduced imported electricity depends on the consumption tariﬀ
(πcons ) and the value of the sold electricity depends on the feed-in tariﬀ
(πfeed-in ). These tariﬀs depend on electricity production costs, taxes and
grid network operator costs. The consumption and feed-in tariﬀ were
assumed as constant over the examined time period. Besides, we used
the RER in the numerator and denominator to calculate the SRR.
Consequently, we can cancel the consumption and feed-in tariﬀ and use
a new term, namely the sales to purchase ratio (SPR). This is the ratio
between the feed-in tariﬀ and the consumption tariﬀ. As a result, we
can use a single factor to include the diﬀerence between the feed-in
tariﬀ and the consumption tariﬀ. The SPR was included in the RER,
which were calculated for a PV system (RERPV), and a PV-battery systems (RERPV-B ). Finally, the SRR was determined according Eq. (16).

Table 1
Annual normalized RMSE, MAPE and normalized MBE values of the PV patterns
forecasting methods, for 2013.
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Forecasted PV pattern

PV-PD

PV-PW

PV-WX

PV-CS

nRMSE [%]
MAPE [%]
nMBE [%]

16.98
7.79
−0.84

14.98
7.82
−0.88

11.35
5.51
−0.26

20.64
10.51
9.33
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The inﬂuences of the fourteen options on SCR, CLR and SRR for the
reference PV-battery systems are presented using violin plots in Fig. 5.
Results from the RC strategy are shown in the most left violin plot. The
second violin plot shows results from the PC strategy using exact
forecasts. The remaining options present results of the PC strategy that
uses all possible combinations of the PV and demand forecast methods.
3.2.1. Self-consumption ratio
Observed SCR are signiﬁcantly higher in all strategies for commercial systems than for residential systems. Average residential SCR
observed are between 56.6% and 57.6% under all control strategies.
Commercial systems show a smaller variation in average between the
control strategies, with values between 65.8% and 66.0%. Similar SCR
are observed both in the RC strategy as the PC strategy, with exact
forecasts. Also, PC strategy with PV pattern forecast based on weather
prediction data (PV-WX) or based on the average values of last week
(PV-PW) show nearly similar SCR. PC forecast using clear-sky radiation
(PV-CS) show ≈0.9% point lower SCR for residential and ≈0.2% point
lower SCR for commercial systems. Minor diﬀerences are observed
between demand forecasting methods.
The distribution shape of commercial systems is signiﬁcantly different than for residential systems. The diﬀerence between 25% and
75% percentile is ≈3.5% for residential systems and ≈2.8% for commercial systems. Yet, the total distribution range for residential patterns
is ≈6% point larger than for commercial systems. A maximum SCR of
68.7% is observed for numerous commercial systems, whereas only a
few residential systems show a SCR peak of 65%. This is caused by a
bigger diﬀerence in time-of-use of electricity from residential buildings
than from commercial buildings, see Fig. 1. The latter have relative
higher energy consumption at noon, on moments with larger shares of
PV produced energy. Also, residential buildings have relatively lower
energy consumption in summer months when compared to commercial
buildings.

Fig. 4. Normalized RMSE (a), MAPE (b) and normalized MBE (c) of the demand
forecast methods for residential patterns (left part of the violin) and commercial
patterns (right part of the violin). Mean errors of the distributions are marked
by solid lines, and 25% and 75% percentiles are indicated by dotted lines.

Moreover, the errors for commercial patterns are larger than for
residential patterns, especially with the D-PD and D-PW method. Also,
these methods have a far wider distribution range of errors than residential systems. This is related to larger diﬀerences of energy consumption between weekday and weekend days in commercial buildings
than in residential buildings. Overall, residential demand forecast
should include historical energy consumption of multiple days, whereas
commercial demand only requires a single day.

3.2.2. Curtailment loss ratio
Curtailment losses are signiﬁcantly lower for all PC strategies than
for the RC strategy. Average CLR of residential system decreases from
5.0% for RC strategy, to 0.4% for exact forecast. The PV-CS forecast
method has lowest CLR from remaining PC strategies, speciﬁcally between 0.9% and 1.2%. The PV-CS forecast overestimates PV surplus
production thus more battery capacity is reserved to store these peaks.
For that reason, relatively more PV energy is stored and a lower CLR is
realized. Yet, a lower SCR is obtained because the battery capacity is
not fully utilized to improve self-consumption. The PV-PD, PV-PW and
PV-WX underestimate PV peak production. Consequently, less battery
capacity is reserved and a larger share of PV peak production cannot be
stored, which results in higher CLR. However, these PV forecast
methods have a higher SCR because a bigger share of battery capacity is
used for self-consumption.
Commercial systems show an average CLR decrease from 2.9% for
RC strategy to 0.2% for PC strategy with exact forecast. Residential
systems have higher curtailment losses than commercial systems under
all scenarios. Commercial buildings have higher energy consumption
during daytime, which are moments when PV power generation occurs.
Therefore, less excess PV power is curtailed in commercial systems than

3.2. Performance of control strategies
Real-time and predictive control strategies were assessed using
performance indicators for residential and commercial PV-battery systems. The predictive control strategy has four PV forecast options and
three electricity consumption forecasts options, resulting in twelve
forecast options. Also, the assessment included the PC strategy using
exact PV yield and exact electricity demand forecast. To sum up, one RC
strategy and thirteen PC strategies were assessed.
The control strategies were assessed using similar PV-battery system
parameters. All demand patterns were scaled to an annual consumption
of 1 MW h, allowing us to compare patterns. Usually in the Netherlands,
for each 1 MW h of annual energy consumption 1 kWp of PV is installed.
This will almost fulﬁl the annual energy consumption. Hence, a PV
system size of 1 kWp was chosen with a PV inverter of 1 kW. A battery
storage size of 1 kW h for each MW h of electricity demand was chosen
based on previous studies [30,33]. A battery inverter rating of 0.5 kW
per kW h storage capacity was selected. This charge or discharge rate is
quite common, for example with the Tesla Powerwall [32]. The feed-in
limit was set to 0.5 kW per kWp installed PV capacity, based on the
subsidy requirement for German PV-battery systems [4]. SRR was calculated using a sales to purchase ratio of 0.5. We assumed that the
consumption tariﬀ would be twice as high as the feed-in tariﬀ due to the
inclusion of taxation and network costs. An overview of default set of
relative reference parameters is given in Table 2.

Table 2
Reference PV-battery system parameters.
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Reference parameter

Value

Unit

Relative PV system size
Relative battery storage size
Relative battery inverter rating
Relative feed-in limit
Sales to purchase ratio

1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5

kWppv MW h demand −1
kW hbess MW hdemand−1
kW/kW hbess MW hdemand−1
kW/kWppv MW hdemand−1
–
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Fig. 5. Inﬂuence of control strategies on self-consumption ratio (a), curtailment loss ratio (b) and storage revenue ratio (c) for PV-battery systems using violin plots.
Distributions are presented for residential systems (left) and commercial systems (right). The most left violin plots are results obtained using the real-time control
strategy, while the others are obtained under the predictive control strategy. The top row of horizontal-axis labels are showing method to forecast demand, whereas
the bottom row shows methods for PV energy forecasting. Used PV-battery system parameters are shown in Table 2. Mean values of the distributions are marked by
solid lines, and 25% and 75% percentiles are indicated by dotted lines. Note, the results are clustered on PV forecast method for additional clarity.

of yield, suﬃcient storage capacity is available and no energy is lost.
The underestimated yield of the PV-WX method has a lower error than
the overestimated yield of the PV-CS method. Therefore a lower forecast error does not directly imply higher storage revenue.
Diﬀerences in average SRR related to the demand forecast method
for PC strategies are relatively small. Furthermore, there is not a single
demand forecast method that performs better for residential systems.
However, the D-PWD forecast method shows the best performance for
commercial systems. The diﬀerence in nRMSE between the forecasted
residential demand patterns is considerably smaller than observed for
commercial demand patterns, see Fig. 4. Subsequently, the inﬂuence of
the demand forecast method is smaller for residential than for commercial systems.
Furthermore, the variation in PV energy production is much larger
than variation in electricity consumption. Consequently, diﬀerences in
nRMSE between the PV forecast methods are larger than the demand
forecast methods. The diﬀerence between lowest and highest nRMSE
forecast errors for the PV forecast method is 9.3% point. In contrast,
this diﬀerence is 2.1% point for residential and 5.3% point for commercial demand forecasts. Thus, PV forecast methods have a larger
inﬂuence than demand forecast methods.

in residential systems. Subsequently, the diﬀerence in CLR between the
RC strategy and PC strategies is larger for residential systems. The CLR
distribution range is smaller for commercial systems than residential
systems and is decreasing with lower curtailment ratios. Systems with a
higher SCR have a lower CLR. This explains why the CLR distribution
shape of commercial systems shows the opposite shape of the distributions seen for the SCR. The reduction in CLR is limited by the reserved battery storage capacity. The inﬂuence of the reserved battery
storage limits the distribution range of the residential systems.
3.2.3. Storage revenue ratio
Higher SRRs are observed for all PC strategies compared to the RC
strategy. Average SRR for residential systems are increased from 14.9%
for RC strategy to 18.6% for PC strategy with exact forecast.
Commercial PV-battery systems show a smaller increase from 11.3% to
13.2%. This increase in storage revenues are solely caused by the reduction of the curtailment losses, which are larger for residential systems than for commercial systems. SRR distribution range for commercial system is larger than for residential systems. The distribution
shape of the commercial systems is almost similar as seen with SCR,
whereas residential systems show a diﬀerent shape. Residential systems
have higher curtailment losses, thus more value is created by reducing
these losses. Consequently, the shape of the SRR distribution is inﬂuenced more by the CLR for residential systems than for commercial
systems.
It is remarkable that the PC strategies that use the PV-CS forecast
method show highest SRRs, but this forecast method has the largest
nRMSE (see Table 1). The PV forecast method with the lowest forecast
errors (PV-WX method) has lower SRRs. The PV-CS forecast method
overestimates PV yield, whereas the PV-WX forecast underestimate this
yield. In case of an underestimation of PV yield, not enough storage
capacity is reserved and electricity is lost. In case of an overestimation

4. Sensitivity analysis
The impact of PV-battery systems parameters on PV-battery performance indicators was assessed for six situations. The RC strategy and
PC strategy with exact forecast were used to assess the absolute value of
the indicator in percentage. Furthermore, four forecast scenarios were
assessed to provide insight in how much inﬂuence the forecast methods
have on the PV-battery system performance. These four scenarios have
each another PV-forecasting method. The energy consumption forecast
method with the lowest nRMSE was selected to predict electricity
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and from ≈3.3% to 0.08% for commercial systems. This means that
larger battery storage capacities are required to completely eliminate
curtailment losses. Large Δse are shown for the S-PW and small Δse for
the S-CS scenario.
SRRs are higher for residential than for commercial systems, and
higher for exact PC strategy than for RC strategy. Storage revenues
show an almost linear increase until a storage capacity of ≈0.5 kW h.
Highest SRRs are reached at capacity of 2.75 kW h, speciﬁcally 25.0%
for residential systems. Commercial systems reach a maximum SRR of
16.7% at a storage capacity of 2.4 kW h. A small drop in SRR is observed for larger storage capacities, caused by higher share of charging
and discharging losses. For this reason, larger battery sizes are not recommended. The S-CS scenario has the largest revenue of all used
forecast scenarios, which is similar as observed for the PV system size
sensitivity analysis.

demand. These are the D-PW forecast method for residential systems
and the D-PWD method for commercial systems. The performance indicators of these four scenarios were compared with the performance
indicators obtained with the PC strategy using exact forecasts.
Diﬀerences between the exact forecast and the four scenarios (Δse ) is
given in percentage points (%p). An overview of these scenarios used in
this sensitivity study for residential and commercial systems is given in
Table 3. The evaluated system parameters were varied while other
parameters were kept constant, according to reference PV-battery
system values, see Table 2.
4.1. PV system size
Relative PV system size inﬂuence on the performance indicators are
presented in Fig. 6. The PV system size was varied with steps of
0.01 kWp. Results from the RC strategy and PC strategy with exact
forecast are presented on the left graphs. Results of diﬀerences between
the four scenarios and the exact forecast are shown on the right. The
locations of the line markers represent the values of reference PV-battery system parameters.
RC strategy has almost similar SCR average values as the exact PC
strategy. Residential SCR decreases more rapidly than for commercial
systems when PV system size increases, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The
diﬀerence in SCR between residential and commercial systems increases until a relative PV system of 0.8 kWp, to a maximum of 8.8%
point. Afterwards this diﬀerence reduces to 3.8% point for a 3 kWp
relative PV system size. Small SCR diﬀerences are observed in the S-PW
and S-WX scenarios, which states these have an almost similar performance as the exact forecast. Larger diﬀerences are seen in the S-CS
scenario, with SCR of 0.9% point lower for a PV system size of 1.4 kWp.
For larger PV systems, a reduction in diﬀerences is observed.
A faster increase in CLR is observed for RC strategy compared to
exact PC strategy. Diﬀerences between residential and commercial CLR
are larger for RC than for PC strategy, under all analysed PV system
sizes. The S-CS has the largest reduction of curtailment losses, whereas
the S-PW scenario has the lowest. All scenarios show a lower CLR for
commercial than for residential systems. Storage revenues for PV
system sizes increase until 0.4 kWp and are similar for the RC and PC
strategy. For larger PV systems, SRR decreases because the battery
storage system cannot store all excess PV energy. Consequently, more
PV electricity is sold to the grid and electricity is lost due to the feed-in
limit. This increases the revenues of a PV system without storage, and
thus decreases SRR. Furthermore, larger diﬀerences in revenue between
residential and commercial systems are observed. The S-CS scenario
shows the best performance, with a SRR diﬀerence of ≈1% for all
analysed PV system sizes.

4.3. Battery inverter rating
The impact of relative battery inverter rating, for steps of
0.0025 kW, is presented in Fig. 8. Comparable SCR for the RC strategy
as for the exact PC strategy are shown. SCR is rapidly increased until a
battery inverter rating of ≈0.1 kW, and converges to a maximum of
57.9% for residential and ≈66.3% for commercial systems.
An interesting observation for the RC strategy can be made concerning the relation between battery inverter rating and curtailment
loss. CLR decreases until an inverter rating of 0.12 kW, but show an
increase for larger capacities. A lower inverter rating limits the charge
rate of a battery, i.e. the battery is charged slower. As a result, additional battery capacity becomes available to charge PV peak energy and
therefore reduces curtailment loss. This limited battery charging disappears with ratings > 0.6 kW because no change in curtailment loss is
observed for these capacities.
SRR of residential and commercial systems are increased using the
RC strategy until a rating of 0.19 kW. Using the PC strategy, this increase is observed until 0.4 kW for residential and 0.33 kW for commercial systems. Larger inverters have a higher share of energy loss due
to the battery and inverter eﬃciencies, which results in lower revenues.
For this reason, battery inverters with ratings > 0.4 kW per kW h of
storage capacity are not recommended.
4.4. Feed-in limit
Inﬂuence of the relative used feed-in limit with steps of 0.025 kW,
are presented in Fig. 9. The RC strategy does not aﬀect the timing of
battery charging or discharging, thus is not aﬀected by the feed-in limit.
With the exact PC strategy, battery capacity is reserved to store PV
energy which exceeds the feed-in limit. Consequently, under a restricted feed-in limit, less energy can be stored and discharged on later
moments. This results in a small reduction of SCR, especially visible for
residential systems.
PC strategies show a decrease of SCR until a certain FIL, thereafter
followed with an increase in SCR. This is especially visible for scenarios
where there is an overestimation of the PV energy production, namely
the S-CS scenario. A more strict limitation (towards 0 kW) requires a
higher share of reserved battery capacity to store excess PV. Hence,
relatively less storage capacity is available to store direct excess PV

4.2. Battery storage capacity
The impacts of relative battery storage capacities with a 0.01 kW h
step size are shown in Fig. 7. SCR increases related to larger battery
capacities, and is larger for residential than for commercial systems.
Residential systems increase from 32.2% to 75.1% and commercial
systems from 44.0% to 79.0%. The battery storage capacity has a minor
eﬀect on the diﬀerence in SCR between the RC and PC strategy. The SCS scenario overestimates PV yield production, therefore more storage
capacity is reserved than is needed to store the excess PV power. So, a
large diﬀerence is observed between the exact and the S-CS scenario,
which peaks at a storage capacity of around 0.5 kW h. The share of
reserved battery that is overestimated from the total battery capacity
reduces with larger battery storage capacities. Consequently, the difference with the exact forecast is reduced and reaches similar values as
the other three forecast strategies (at 2.5 kW h).
With an increase in battery size, curtailment losses are faster decreasing for exact PC strategy compared to RC strategy. CLR decreases
with the exact PC strategy from ≈5.8% to 0.1% for residential systems

Table 3
Overview of forecast scenarios for residential and commercial systems, assessed
in the sensitivity analysis.
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Scenario name

S-PD

S-PW

S-WX

S-CS

PV yield forecast
Residential demand forecast
Commercial demand forecast

PV-PD
D-PW
D-PWD

PV-PW
D-PW
D-PWD

PV-WX
D-PW
D-PWD

PV-CS
D-PW
D-PWD
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Fig. 6. Inﬂuence of relative PV system size on SCR (a), CLR (c) and SRR (e) for
the real-time control (RC) and the predictive control with exact forecast (Exact
PC). Diﬀerence between forecast scenario and exact forecast (Δse ) in SCR (b),
CLR (d) and SRR (f) are shown for four scenarios in percentage points [%p]. The
solid lines show the average value of residential systems and the dotted lines
show averages of commercial systems. An overview of the scenarios is given in
Table 3. Remaining system parameters are given in Table 2. The markers indicate the reference PV-battery system values.

Fig. 7. Inﬂuence of relative battery system capacity on SCR (a), CLR (c) and
SRR (e) for the RC and PC with exact forecast, and diﬀerence in SCR (b), CLR
(d) and SRR (f) of the scenarios minus the exact forecast. The solid lines show
the average value of residential systems and the dotted lines show averages of
commercial systems. Reference system values are indicated by the markers.

4.5. Sales to purchase ratio
Sales to purchase ratio solely aﬀects storage revenues, therefore
only inﬂuences on SRR are presented in Fig. 10. SPR was varied with
steps of 0.0025 between 0 and 1. Thus, we assumed only electricity
feed-in tariﬀs that are lower than the electricity consumption tariﬀ.
With an SPR of zero, electricity fed back to the grid has no ﬁnancial
value, which means that reducing curtailment loss has no ﬁnancial
beneﬁt. Consequently similar SRRs are seen for RC and PC strategy,
with signiﬁcantly larger values for residential (70.3%) than for commercial system (33.8%). An increase in SPR results in an increased
value of sold electricity and thus a decrease in SRR. It is essential to
note that the RC strategy drops below zero, at a SPR of 0.86. For this
SPR, the value of added self-consumed energy due to energy storage is
not suﬃcient enough to compensate for charge and discharge losses of
the BESS. Thus, the battery storage system will have no added revenue
for these conditions. Nevertheless, the exact PC strategy has positive
SRR for all analysed sales to purchase ratios. In this scenario, PV produced electricity that would be lost due to feed-in limitation is stored
and later used which increases the SRR to a positive value.
A large inﬂuence of the PV forecast scenario on SRR of the PVbattery system is seen. A reduction of SPR results in a decrease of the
value of sold electricity. Subsequently, the value of self-consumption
increases, whereas the value of reducing curtailment loss decreases. The
opposite eﬀect occurs for relatively larger SPR. The S-WX scenario
shows highest SCR, whereas the S-CS scenario has lowest CLR.
Consequently, residential systems with a SPR < 0.13 have highest SRR
in the S-WX scenario. The S-PD scenario shows the largest SRR for a SPR
0.13 and 0.18, whereas for larger SPR the S-CS scenario has the highest
revenue. Commercial systems have a turning point between the S-WX
and the S-CS at a SPR of 0.11, which is lower than for residential systems.

energy. For more relaxed limitations (towards 1 kW), less PV peak
power must be curtailed. Subsequently, a lower amount of storage capacity is reserved for excess PV peak power, and more storage capacity
is available for self-consumption.
Using the RC strategy, curtailment losses are eliminated at a FIL of
≈0.85 kW. The PC strategy completely removes these losses at a FIL of
≈0.7 kW. The FIL shows a large sensitivity of the used forecast scenario.
For residential systems, the S-WX scenario has higher CLR reduction
compared to the S-PD scenario, with feed in limits < 0.4 kW. The opposite is seen for more relaxed FILs. This shows that the weather
forecast method underestimate the PV peaks (> 0.4 kW) compared to
the PV-PD method. This could be caused by the weather forecast time
step of 3 h used in the PV-WX forecast method. Therefore, PV peaks are
averaged out, which is also shown for the PV-PW method.
Subsequently, battery capacity reservations for these higher peaks are
lower, and curtailment losses are higher.
When no PV energy can be fed back to the grid, similar SRRs are
shown for RC as for PC strategy. Corresponding SRR are 69.2% for
residential and 43.4% for commercial systems. Beneﬁts of PC strategy
over RC strategy increase until a FIL of 0.2 kW for both residential and
commercial systems. With these feed-in limits, SRR are 8.2% point
higher for residential systems and 6.0% point higher for commercial
systems, as shown in Fig. 9(e). For more relaxed limitations (towards
1 kW), diﬀerences between the RC and PC strategy disappear. Storage
revenues with a FIL of 1 kW depend only on the increased PV selfconsumption. The S-CS scenario shows the highest SRR, whereas lowest
SRR are observed in the S-PW scenario.
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Fig. 9. Inﬂuence of the relative feed-in limit on SCR (a), CLR (c) and SRR (e) for
the RC and PC with exact forecast, and diﬀerence in SCR (b), CLR (d) and SRR
(f) of scenarios minus exact forecast. Residential systems are indicated by solid
lines and commercial systems are indicated by dotted lines. Reference system
values are indicated by the markers.

Fig. 8. Inﬂuence of battery inverter rating on SCR (a), CLR (c) and SRR (e) for
the RC and PC with exact forecast, and diﬀerence in SCR (b), CLR (d) and SRR
(f) of scenarios minus exact forecast. Residential systems are indicated by solid
lines and commercial systems are indicated by dotted lines. Reference system
values are indicated by the markers.

4.6. Impact of system degradation
A commonly heard concern regarding PV-battery systems is the
inﬂuence of degradation on the performance of these systems.
Therefore, we assessed the inﬂuence of PV systems and BESS degradation for a period of 25 years. A relative long lifetime was investigated to assess the possible impact of systems that keep operating
even when economic lifetime has passed. We assumed a PV systems
degradation value of 0.5% per year [34]. The real-time PV yield pattern
and forecasted PV yield patterns were annually reduced with 0.5%.
BESS degradation was modelled for a lifetime of 5000 full cycle
equivalents and a calendric lifetime of 15 years [35]. 80% of the initial
battery capacity is reached after these cycles, or after this lifetime. Rainﬂow counting method was used to count the number of battery cycles
and depth of discharge for each cycle, for each year of data [36]. These
numbers were converted to the number of full equivalent cycles, based
on degradation parameters from previous studies [35,37]. Annual PV
yield and battery storage capacity degradation were subtracted from
the previous year to ﬁnd the capacity values for the next year.
The impact of PV system and BESS degradation on the performance
indicators are presented in Fig. 11. PV system degradation reduces PV
electricity production over time, which increases PV self-consumption.
Battery degradation reduces battery storage capacity and decreases selfconsumption. Residential systems show a reduction from 57.6% to
55.6%, with an average reduction of 0.08% point per year. Commercial
systems show a slight reduction in SCR until year 18, followed with an
increase in SCR. Residential systems utilize the battery more than
commercial systems. Therefore the impact of battery degradation is
larger than the impact of PV system degradation on self-consumption.
This results in a SCR reduction for each year. The battery degradation is
less severe for commercial system. After 18 years, a larger eﬀect on the
SCR is observed from the PV system degradation than from the battery

Fig. 10. Inﬂuence of the sales to purchase ratio on SRR (a) for the RC and PC
with exact forecast, and diﬀerence in SRR (b) of scenarios minus exact forecast.
Residential systems are indicated by solid lines and commercial systems are
indicated by dotted lines. Reference system values are indicated by the markers.

storage capacity degradation.
The diﬀerence between the exact strategy and the forecasting strategies are reduced over the systems lifetime. Larger reduction is shown
for the S-CS strategy, caused by a larger reduction in forecasted PV
electricity yield. Subsequently, less battery storage capacity is reserved
to decrease feed-in losses and more capacity is available to increase selfconsumption.
A reduction in PV yield results in lower curtailment losses. CLR
show a steeper decrease over time in the RC strategy compared to the
exact PC strategy. The forecast scenarios show a reduction over time
caused by less PV production, except for the S-CS strategy. This strategy
does not show a decrease because the PV yield production is overestimated and therefore the reserved storage capacity was already
suﬃcient to have a low CLR.
A larger reduction of storage revenue over time is seen for
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could be stored in the battery. Yet, the electricity consumption is similar for all PV system sizes. Therefore fewer moments occur that the
battery will be discharged for these larger PV systems, which results in
a lower increase of SRRs.
Electricity is lost in every moment that a battery is charged and
discharged. This reduces storage revenue rates, which eventually become negative. For smaller battery capacities, the value added due to
reduced curtailment losses is higher than the value lost caused by
battery charge and discharge losses. Hence an increase is observed in
SRR. A peak in SRR is observed for a certain battery capacity followed
by a decrease for larger battery capacities. This peak in the contour
lines disappears with a lower SPR, which increase the value of selfconsumption.
Only positive SRRs are observed under the FIL of 0.25, whereas
under larger other FIL (0.5 & 0.75) negative SRRs are shown. In addition, a FIL of 0.5 shows that the area of negative values decreases for
larger PV system sizes. These larger systems produce more PV electricity that exceeds the feed-in limit, which eventually increase revenues of a BESS. Less battery capacity is reserved for a FIL of 0.75 kW,
therefore more capacity is available to increase self-consumption.
However, for high SPRs (> 0.85), the added value of self-consumption
is negative due to battery charge and discharge losses. Consequently,
more electricity is lost by increasing self-consumption than lost by a
feed-in limit. This explains why the diﬀerence in negative areas of the
PV system sizes is much smaller for a FIL of 0.75 than for a FIL of 0.5.
5. Discussion
Fig. 11. Inﬂuence of PV system and BESS degradation on the SCR (a), CLR (c)
and SRR (e) for the RC and PC with exact forecast, and diﬀerence in SCR (b),
CLR (d) and SRR (f) of scenarios minus exact forecast. Residential systems are
indicated by solid lines and commercial systems are indicated by dotted lines.
Reference system values are indicated by the markers.

This research developed and assessed four methods for PV forecasting and three methods for demand forecasting. These forecasts were
used in a predictive control strategy to increase PV self-consumption
and to reduce curtailment losses. We assessed the impact of these
forecast methods using a PC strategy on the performance of PV-battery
systems.
We found signiﬁcant impact of the system design parameters on the
performance indicators. Increasing the PV system size lowers self-consumption rates and increases curtailment loss. Larger battery capacities
converges the storage revenues towards a maximum, followed by a
decrease of revenue. Battery inverter ratings of 0.6 kW for each kW h of
storage are suﬃcient for PV peak power storage, especially with a feedin limit of 0.5 kW/kWp. A strong decrease in performance indicators is
observed for smaller inverter capacities. The ratio between the feed-in
tariﬀ and the consumption tariﬀ strongly inﬂuence the value of the selfconsumed and avoided curtailed energy. Battery degradation substantially reduces the storage revenues over the lifetime of the battery
system and should therefore be always included in economic calculations. Overall, these results showed that the system performance
heavily depends on the chosen PV-battery design parameters, demand
pattern and electricity tariﬀ.

residential systems than for commercial systems. Residential systems
show a reduction in SRR of 0.21% point per year in the exact PC
strategy and of 0.14% point per year in the RC strategy. This results in a
signiﬁcant loss of storage revenues over the system lifetime of respectively 14.1% and 17.9% in the PC and the RC strategy. Commercial
systems have a lower SRR reduction of 10.5% and 12.5% in the PC and
the RC strategy. The SRR diﬀerence between the exact forecast and the
forecast scenarios decreases over time for all scenarios.
4.7. Multiple system parameter variation
The inﬂuences of simultaneous variation of multiple system parameters on the storage revenue rates have been assessed. The PC strategy
with exact forecast was used to examine the potential of this control
algorithm on the SRRs. The average SRRs for residential systems are
shown for 12 scenarios in Fig. 12. Battery storage capacity (horizontal
axis, step of 0.01 kW h) and sales to purchase ratio (vertical axis, steps
of 0.025) are shown on each of the subplots. Four feed-in limitations (0,
0.25, 0.5, 0.75 kW) and three PV system sizes (0.5, 1 and 1.5 kWp) were
assessed. The inﬂuence of battery inverter rating which are commonly
used (> 0.5 kW) on the storage revenue ratio is minor (see Fig. 8).
Hence, this parameter was kept constant at 0.5 kW per kW h of storage
capacity.
The electricity cannot be sold back to the grid under a FIL of zero.
Consequently, the sales to purchase ratio does not inﬂuence SRR and an
increase in battery storage capacity results in a non-linear growth of
storage revenues. Similar storage revenues rates are seen for the three
PV system sizes with relative small battery storage capacities
(< 0.5 kW). Larger diﬀerences in SRRs are observed with battery capacities of 3 kW h. These are 80.0%, 110.9% and 117.9% for respectively 0.5, 1 and 1.5 kWp PV size. The diﬀerence in SRR between a PV
system size of 0.5 kWp and 1 kWp is larger than between 1 and
1.5 kWp. Larger PV systems produce more surplus of electricity that

5.1. Comparison with previous studies
Forecast errors of predicted PV yield and electricity demand are in
line with errors found in previous studies. Artiﬁcial neural networks
were used to predict hourly PV yield and energy consumption for a
German household. PV forecast errors with a nRMSE of 9.5% and
electricity consumption errors of nRMSE of 9.3% were found in this
study [21]. A nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous input model was
tested which used weather and measurements of neighbouring PV
systems to create PV yield forecasts, and revealed nRMSE between 9%
and 25% [38]. Another research forecast residential load found MAPE
errors of ≈1% lower using a multiple linear regression forecast than
using the 7 days average, which is a similar method as used in this study
[39]. Deep neural network based load forecasting models were used to
predict commercial load and found average MAPE of 8.8% [40]. Our
study showed lowest annual nRMSE of 11.4% for PV yield forecast and
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Fig. 12. Inﬂuence of the battery storage capacity (horizontal axis) and the sales to purchase ratio (vertical axis) on the average storage revenue ratio (colours). The
storage revenues were assessed using the PC strategy with the exact forecast for residential systems. Four feed-in limitations (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 kW) and three PV
system sizes (0.5, 1 and 1.5 kWp) are shown in the subplots. Similar feed-in limits are shown in columns and PV system sizes in rows. For example, the subplot (a), (e)
& (i) show the values for a feed-in limit of 0 kW, and the subplot (a), (b), (c) & (d) show values for a PV system size of 0.5 kWp. The battery inverter ratings were kept
constant at 0.5 kW per kW h of battery storage capacity. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

However, actual patterns have a higher ﬂuctuation of power than the
used pattern. For example, extreme variation of PV system power
output could be expected with passing clouds. Both PV production and
demand patterns are more ﬂattened compared to actual patterns. This
changes the overlap of the patterns, and therefore aﬀects the self-consumption and the operation of battery control strategies. Previous studies examined the eﬀect of time resolution on the performance of PVbattery systems. Relative errors below 6% were found for using 15 min
data for self-consumption calculations [42]. Curtailment loss ratio was
2.8% point lower with 15 min data, compared to using 5 s data [11].
Consequently, higher storage revenue ratios could be obtained than
presented in this study. Therefore, we recommend assessing the proposed forecast methods with data of a higher time resolution.
The obtained weather prediction data has a time resolution of 3 h,
but using data with smaller time resolutions could improve this forecast. The PV peak production forecast on clear-sky days will be better
predicted. Nevertheless, day-ahead forecasting of moving clouds and
thus the right timing of PV peak production is very diﬃcult. Especially,
because the Netherlands has a cloudy climate. Further research on the
impact of smaller time resolution of weather prediction data on performance of PV-battery systems is recommended.
The average speciﬁc yield in the Netherlands is 875 kW h/kWp,
which is lower than the speciﬁc yield used in our study [43]. The optimal orientation for maximizing PV energy production was chosen to
model PV yield, whereas for actual PV systems the orientation of a
building inﬂuences the PV module orientation. This reduces the PV
yield which increases self-consumption and lowers curtailment losses.
Both eﬀects cause lower storage revenues. Hence, it is recommended
using real PV pattern measurements with diﬀerent orientations for

7.4% as the average for residential demand. Our forecast errors are in
line with the more sophisticated models presented in previous studies.
Performance of the PV-battery systems showed similarities with
earlier studies. The RC control strategy shows that residential selfconsumption rates are ranging between 51.8% and 65.0%, which is in
line with values found in previous studies [10,41]. Similar PV-battery
performance is shown for using averaged energy demand and PV energy production from the previous week [16]. No comparable study was
found for commercial systems that were mainly modelled for oﬃce
buildings. The clear-sky forecast method shows comparable reduction
of curtailment loss to a study which used this method with demand
patterns from Switzerland [11]. However, this study presents a smaller
diﬀerence in self-consumption between the RC strategy and PC strategy
with exact forecast. This is caused by the used battery capacity reservation algorithm, which uses the demand forecast as input to determine the required battery capacity reservation.
Studies concluded that an overestimation of forecasted PV yield
production results in lower self-consumption rates but also lower curtailment losses [10,14]. No direct comparison could be made on speciﬁc
storage revenues because this method was not used in previous research. Still, the convergence to a maximum of storage revenue under
an increase in battery size was shown before [11,13].
5.2. Input data
The energy consumption of residential and commercial buildings
was measured using an interval of 15 min. Also, the real-time PV pattern was modelled using radiation data of a 10 min interval. Both patterns were resampled to 5 min interval to match the time step interval.
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methods and the PV-battery performance indicators. For example, more
PV peak power is produced in Southern European countries compared
to the Netherlands. Therefore, relatively more PV peak power can be
stored and therefore the reduction in curtailment losses is larger.
Consequently, revenues of battery storage are expected to be higher.

future studies.
5.3. Future trends
Other options to improve PV energy integration in the urban energy
systems are currently rapidly developed. These options could compete
with local residential and commercial energy storage. Especially,
community energy storage could be more economically feasible for
reducing low voltage grid impact and increasing locally consumed PV
energy [44]. However, a detailed layout of the low-voltage grid is required to accurate include grid-losses. Nevertheless, further research
concerning technical and economic comparison of local and community
energy storage systems is recommended. Also, the comparison of
forecast methods for local and community storage systems could be of
interest.
Rescheduling residential and commercial appliances could shift
energy consumption to moments with relatively high PV energy generation, for example using dynamic tariﬀs [45]. However, these options
demonstrate relative low improvement in PV self-consumption, therefore having low economic potential [46,47]. Nevertheless, the current
increase of electrical vehicle deployment increases the electricity demand within urban areas. This opens new opportunities to increase PVself-consumption by control strategies for electrical vehicle charging
[48]. Also, control strategies that combine thermal and electric storage
are investigated to improve residential self-consumption [49].
Battery energy storage systems can provide services for diﬀerent
electricity markets. For example, provision of frequency control to
balance and maintain grid frequency. Combining multiple revenue
streams for energy storage improves the revenues for battery storage
systems [50]. Control strategies that combine revenue streams depend
on the associated energy markets and policies. Assessment of these
strategies is recommended for future research.
Reducing power ﬂow to the grid lowers grid-investment costs,
especially for cables and transformers. A reimbursement to the PVbattery system owner could be provided for this service, resulting in
increased storage revenues. Finally, this study used no time-dependent
electricity tariﬀs and feed-in limits. Time-of-use electricity tariﬀs and
dynamic feed-in limits could increase the value of PV-battery systems.
Battery energy storage revenues might diﬀer signiﬁcantly when timeof-use tariﬀs will be used for both consumption and feed-in tariﬀs.
These tariﬀs are commonly used, especially for large commercial
buildings. It is expected that the variability in electricity prices will
increase with larger share of ﬂuctuating renewable electricity generation capacity. Therefore, trading on electricity markets could be possible with batteries, and increase the economic value of the battery
energy storage systems. However, this requires knowledge about the
structure and decision models of time-of-use tariﬀs and dynamic feed-in
limits. Forecast methods should be developed and assessed that optimize storage revenue for ﬂexible tariﬀs and dynamic tariﬀs. Research in
those areas is therefore highly recommended.

6. Conclusion
This study assessed four PV yield pattern forecast methods and three
demand patterns forecast methods. These forecasts were used in a
predictive control strategy to improve self-consumption, reduce curtailment loss and increase revenues of PV-battery systems. We modelled
performance of 48 residential and 42 commercial PV-battery systems,
using diﬀerent combinations of forecast methods.
We found that the PV production patterns with predicted weather
data have lowest errors. Energy consumption of residential buildings
should be forecasted with using average energy consumption of the
previous seven days. Forecast for commercial systems should use
measured historical demand from the previous weekday. Weather
forecasts are not required to increase self-consumption rate, since
forecasts using historical PV production data show similar performance.
Consequently, external data is not required to optimize PV self-consumption.
Predictive control strategies have higher storage revenues that realtime control. Storage revenues are larger for residential systems than
for commercial systems and mainly depend on the value of self-consumed energy and reduced curtailed energy. Higher storage revenues
are observed for stricter feed-in limitations. Consequently, a dynamic
feed-in limitation could potentially increase storage revenues. The sales
to purchase ratio strongly impacts revenues obtained for each used
control strategy and forecast method.
To conclude, predictive control strategies are capable to improve
self-consumption, as well as reduce curtailment losses. The performance of the battery control strategy depends on PV-battery system
design parameters as well as system boundaries conditions, especially
feed-in limit and sales to purchase ratio. Hence, it is recommended to
customize the battery control strategy based on these conditions.
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